ABSTRACT

In oncology, overall survival and progression-free survival are common time-to-event end points used to measure treatment efficacy. Analyses of this type of data rely on a complex statistical framework and the analysis results are only valid when the data meet certain assumptions. This article provides an overview of time-to-event data, the basic mechanics of common analysis methods, and issues often encountered when analyzing such data. Our goal is to provide clinicians and other lung cancer researchers with the knowledge to choose the appropriate time-to-event analysis methods and to interpret the outcomes of such analyses appropriately. We strongly encourage investigators to seek out statisticians with expertise in survival analysis when embarking on studies that include time-to-event data to ensure that their data are collected and analyzed using the appropriate methods.
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Introduction

Time-to-event end points such as time to complete response (CR), time to disease progression, or time to death are important measures of cancer therapy efficacy. Analysis of time-to-event data requires a good understanding of the data structure, statistical methods, and related assumptions. This article provides a high-level overview of time-to-event data, the basic mechanics of common analysis methods, and pitfalls often encountered in the analysis of these data. Our goal is to provide clinicians and other lung cancer researchers with the knowledge to choose the appropriate time-to-event analysis methods and to interpret the outcomes of such analyses appropriately. The readers are strongly encouraged to seek out and collaborate with statisticians with survival analysis expertise when considering time-to-event end points in their research.

Time-to-event data—including survival data, the most common type of time-to-event data encountered in clinical research—are longitudinal data in which subjects are followed from a clearly defined starting time until they experience the event of interest. In oncology, examples of the starting time include the time of cancer diagnosis, time of cancer therapy initiation, or time of treatment randomization (for randomized clinical trials); and common events of interest include achieving CR, having a disease progression, or death. In practice—owing to early dropout, financial, logistical, or administrative reasons—it is often not possible to follow all patients until the event of interest occurs. Patients who have not experienced the event of interest by the end of the study or those who did not complete their required follow-up for reasons not related to the event of interest are censored at the time of their last follow-up (i.e., we know that these patients are event-free at their last follow-up time and we assume that the event would happen at some unknown future time.) Naively excluding censored patients from analyses or treating the follow-up time of the censored patients as the event time would yield biased survival estimates. Time-to-event (survival) analysis methods were developed to
incorporate censoring into analysis procedures of these data. The censoring scheme described above is called right censoring. Data with other censoring schemes, such as left-censored or interval-censored, exist but right-censored survival data are the most common, and their analysis methods are well established, hence the focus of this article.

**Definition and Types of Time-To-Event Data**

Time-to-event data consist of two tightly linked components: the time variable and the event indicator. The first component, the time variable, is the interval from the starting time to the event time or the last follow-up time whichever occurs first. It is important to clearly specify the starting and ending time and the time unit when defining the time variable. Care should be taken when selecting the starting time to ensure that the appropriate set of patients are included in the study and that the resulting data unbiasedly capture the time to the event of interest. Selecting the appropriate starting time is very important—especially in observational studies, retrospective studies, or studies pooling data across clinical trials—to avoid often encountered biases with time-to-event data such as lead-time bias and immortal time bias. As an example, lead-time bias occurs in a screening study comparing the survival rates between patients whose cancer was detected through screening and those whose cancer was detected from symptoms with survival being measured from the time of cancer diagnosis. Because the cancer is likely detected earlier with the screening and later by symptoms, the longer survival in screened patients is likely owing to their survival being measured at an earlier time point rather than the screening itself prolongs life. In contrast, immortal time bias occurs in studies that include follow-up time during which a patient or the entire exposure group is not at risk of the event of interest. For example, in a study evaluating whether achieving a CR prolongs overall survival (OS) in patients receiving a new therapy, the longer survival in patients achieving a CR is attributed to the fact that they have to live long enough to have a CR assessment, which is, an immortal time bias. Please refer to Lévesque et al. and Gill et al. for further discussions on immortal time bias. In summary, the choice of the starting time should be carefully considered.

The other component is a categorical variable indicating the patient’s status at the ending time. Definition of the indicator variable depends on the type of time-to-event data. Besides survival data, time-to-event data encompass other more complex data, including competing risks data and, more generally, data generated from multistate models. Descriptions and examples of different types of time-to-event data follow.

**Survival Data**

OS, with death from any cause as the event of interest, is the simplest time-to-event end point. The time of event occurrence—that is, death—is relatively well-defined and survival duration is often the ultimate measure of treatment benefit. In oncology, survival can be measured from the time of cancer diagnosis to death if the interest is in survival prognosis of patients with newly diagnosed cancer or from the time of therapy initiation (such as tumor resection, chemotherapy, or immunotherapy) to death if the interest is in survival after treatment. The event indicator variable for OS is often coded as 1 (= dead) for patients who die during the follow-up period and 0 (= censored) for patients who are alive at their last follow-up.

Another common survival end point in cancer studies is progression-free survival (PFS). Unlike OS in which death is the only event of interest, PFS is a composite survival end point in which both death and cancer progression are events of interest. The time interval for PFS starts from the origin time and ends at cancer progression, death, or the last follow-up, whichever occurs first, and the event indicator is one (= dead or progressive disease) if the patient has a cancer progression or dies; and zero (= censored) if the patient is alive without cancer progression at the last follow-up. Observed data for four hypothetical patients are illustrated in Figure 1 and columns 1 to 3 of the embedded table. Specifically, patient 1 died at 12 months poststudy entry and patient 2 had a disease progression at 12 months poststudy entry so the observed time was 12 months with indicator equal to one for both patients; patient 3 was alive without disease progression in the first 24 months from study entry corresponding to an observed time of 24 months and indicator equal to zero; and patient 4 had a cancer progression 6 months after study entry and subsequently died 12 months later corresponding to an observed time of 6 months (the time of the first event, progression) and indicator equal to one for PFS.

A similar definition can be extended to other composite survival end points such as recurrence-free survival or event-free survival. Although any number of different events can be considered in a composite end point, the events should be clearly specified. It is important to note that a composite end point in itself may not provide a clear picture of the time course of each of its components. For example, the observed data for PFS for patients 1 and 2 in Figure 1 are identical, although one died and the other had a disease progression. It is advisable to also investigate each outcome
component separately, which can be accomplished by analyzing these data as competing risks, as described and illustrated in the following sections.

**Other Types of Time-To-Event Data**

Competing risk data arise when patients may experience one of the multiple events and the occurrence of one event may preclude the occurrence of other events. Common competing risks are cancer progression and death without progression, in which progression cannot occur in patients who died before having a progression. In the examples of Figure 1 (and columns 4–5 of the embedded table), the observed time for the competing risks of death and cancer progression is the time from study entry to the time of progression, death, or last follow-up, whichever occurs first (same as the PFS composite end point). However, the event indicator, illustrated in the last column of the table embedded in Figure 1, is one (cancer progression), two (death), and zero (alive without progression at the time of the last follow-up). Unlike the PFS setting in which the observed data for patients 1 and 2 are identical although these patients experienced 2 different types of event, in the competing risk setting, the event indicator for patient 1 is two (death) and for patient 2 is one (progression), which reflect the different types of event they experienced.

Gajra et al. illustrate the use of competing risks to explore the differences in specific causes of treatment failure in a study comparing time-to-treatment failure (TTF) in older versus younger patients with advanced NSCLC. TTF is a composite end point, defined as chemotherapy discontinuation before completion of the planned six cycles for any reason, including cancer progression, adverse events, patient choice, or death, whichever occurs first. They found that the rates of premature treatment discontinuation were not different between patients who were 65 years of age or older compared with those younger than 65 (67% versus 65%). However, looking at specific reasons for discontinuation, older patients were less likely to discontinue therapy owing to cancer progression (41% versus 55%) and were more likely to discontinue by choice (15% versus 6%) compared with younger patients. These insights would have been missed if specific reasons for treatment discontinuation (the components of TTF) were not evaluated.

Competing risk data are encountered more frequently in practice than are recognized. Erroneously treating a competing event (death before progression in this example) as censored observation may lead to an overestimation of the incidence of the events of interest. Besides survival and competing risk data, more complex time-to-event data can be generated from the multistate model framework. Multistate models are beyond the scope of this article. For readers interested in this topic, Le-Rademacher et al. illustrate the application of multistate models in an oncology trial.

**Analysis Considerations**

**Kaplan-Meier Estimates**

Survival data are often summarized using the Kaplan-Meier method, which incorporates data from patients who had the event of interest and those being censored to estimate the survival probabilities at various time points. Censored observations are included in the estimation procedure up to the censoring time. Without censoring, the Kaplan-Meier estimates are the simple proportions of survivors at these time points. Kaplan-Meier estimates at different follow-up times are used to generate the Kaplan-Meier curves. The number of patients at risk should be reported (typically in equally spaced intervals between the time zero and the maximum time on the plot as illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 2), along with the Kaplan-Meier curves. As the number of patients at risk gets smaller, the survival estimate becomes less stable, that is, one death can cause a big drop in the survival curve. It is important to consider the number of patients at risk when interpreting the shape and the tails of the Kaplan-Meier curves.
Additional statistical summaries derived from the Kaplan-Meier estimates include the median survival time (the time point in which the survival probability is 50%) (Fig. 2A), survival probabilities at fixed time points (Fig. 2B), and the restricted mean survival time (RMST) (the area under the survival curve between the origin time and the restriction time) (Fig. 2C). The time point must be specified when starting a survival probability. As illustrated in Figure 2B, the survival probability at 6 months from diagnosis is 64%; whereas the survival probability at 24 months is 16%. For the RMST, the mean survival time is calculated restricted to a pre-specified time point, called the restriction time, to ensure that the mean is estimable within a reasonable time frame. The restriction time should be selected as a clinically meaningful time horizon for the disease, the patient population, and the treatment under consideration. In the example of Figure 2C, the mean survival time within 5 years from diagnosis is 11.6 months in this group of patients.

**Log-Rank Test**

The goal of many clinical studies is to compare survival experience between treatment groups or to evaluate the association between patient demographics or disease-related risk factors and survival. Although the log-rank test and the Cox proportional hazards model (hereafter Cox model) are the most widely used survival analysis techniques, other methods for the analysis of survival data exist as summarized in Table 1. The log-rank test compares the hazard rates (the rates at which the event of interest occurs among those still at risk for that event) between groups and, in general, has the most statistical power when the hazard rates between groups are constantly proportional to each other throughout the entire follow-up time. However, the log-rank test is strictly a testing procedure that produces a p-value but does not provide an estimate of the treatment effect.\(^1,2,12\) The log-rank test compares the entire survival curves rather than the Kaplan-Meier estimates at a specific time point. The log-rank test is often used for sample size estimation and analysis of survival data from randomized clinical trials. The statistical power for the log-rank test depends on the number of events rather than the number of patients. Therefore, in randomized trials in which the numbers of events are low such as in adjuvant trials, enrollment of a large number of patients or a long follow-up period is needed to reach the required number of events. In general, the estimation precision and the statistical power are directly determined by the number of observed events at the time of statistical analysis, which is in turn dependent on the total sample size, the number of patients at risk at landmark follow-up times, and the duration of follow-up. Therefore, it is important to consider the maturity of the survival data when interpreting the Kaplan-Meier curves and the result from the log-rank test.

**Cox Proportional Hazards Model**

When an estimate of the treatment effect on survival is needed or when the comparison needs to adjust for other covariates or confounding factors, Cox models are fit to provide hazard ratio estimates and corresponding confidence intervals.\(^13\) Cox models are often used to identify potential biomarkers associated with survival outcomes. For example, Dy et al.\(^14\) used Cox models to explore the impact of baseline level of various analytes on survival.

One important assumption of the Cox model is that the hazard ratio is constant over time, known as the proportional hazards (PHs) assumption.\(^15\) The PH assumption should be evaluated by using a graphical...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End Point</th>
<th>Analysis Method</th>
<th>Treatment Effect Estimate</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
<th>Pros and Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hazard rate</td>
<td>Log-rank test[^1][^2][^12]</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Test whether the hazard rates are the same between groups over the entire follow-up time.</td>
<td>Has the most statistical power under proportional hazards. No inherent estimate. Often used in conjunction with Cox model to obtain the treatment effect estimate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox proportional hazards model[^1][^2][^13]</td>
<td>Hazard ratio of treatment B vs. treatment A ( = x)</td>
<td>The hazard with treatment B is x times the hazard with treatment A.</td>
<td>Most often used to quantify treatment effect for survival data. Allows for inclusion of other covariates in the model. Quantifies relative treatment effect. Not interpretable if hazards are not proportional.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival probability at a prespecified time t₀ (Has much lower power than the other survival end points)</td>
<td>If no censoring before time t₀: chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test. OR of survival with treatment B compared with treatment A ( = x)</td>
<td>The odds of survival in treatment B is x times the odds in treatment A.</td>
<td>Familiar interpretation. Allows for inclusion of other covariates in the model. Quantifies relative treatment effect. Clear interpretation. Quantifies absolute treatment effect. Does not allow for adjustment of other covariates.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic regression model</td>
<td>The difference in survival probabilities with treatment B compared with treatment A ( = x) before t₀:</td>
<td>The survival probabilities at time t₀ with treatment B is increased by x compared with treatment A.</td>
<td>Clear interpretation. Quantifies absolute treatment effect.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test of difference in proportions</td>
<td>If there are censored observations before t₀:</td>
<td>The survival probabilities at time t₀ with treatment B is increased by x compared with treatment A.</td>
<td>Clear interpretation. Quantifies absolute treatment effect.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test of difference in Kaplan-Meier estimates assuming asymptotic normality</td>
<td>Pseudovalue regression[^25]</td>
<td>OR (or hazard ratio) of survival with treatment B compared with treatment A</td>
<td>The mean survival time with treatment B is increased by x units (or is x times) compared with treatment A.</td>
<td>Allows inclusion of other covariates in the model. Familiar interpretation. Quantifies relative treatment effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean survival time restricted to time t (RMST[^20])</td>
<td>Test of difference (or ratio) of RMST[^20]</td>
<td>Difference (or ratio) between mean survival time with treatment B compared with treatment A ( = x)</td>
<td>The mean survival time with treatment B is increased by x units compared with treatment A.</td>
<td>Clear interpretation. Quantifies absolute treatment effect if testing the difference. Quantifies relative treatment effect if testing the ratio. Interpretable regardless of whether or not the hazards are proportional. Clear interpretation. Allows for inclusion of other covariates in the model. Quantifies absolute treatment effect if testing the difference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudovalue regression[^25]</td>
<td>Difference between mean survival time with treatment B compared with treatment A ( = x)</td>
<td>The mean survival time with treatment B is increased by x units compared with treatment A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RMST, restricted mean survival time.
approach or a test of covariate by time interactions when fitting the Cox model.\(^\text{16}\) If there are indications of non-PHs, models with time-varying effect should be considered.\(^\text{2}\) Alternative methods, such as the difference or the ratio of the RMST (Fig. 2C and Table 1), can be used to quantify the treatment effect under non-PHs as further discussed in the section on other analysis methods.\(^\text{17}\) However, when the PH assumption is violated, many randomized trials still use the hazard ratio estimated from the Cox model as a measure for treatment effect. In such case, the estimated hazard ratio can be clinically interpreted as an average increase or reduction in the hazard rate over time; and inference on the average hazard ratio should use bootstrapping or inverse probability weighting approach to correct for the standard variance estimator.\(^\text{16}\)

A common pitfall in survival analysis that can lead to serious bias is the incorrect analysis of time-dependent covariates. Time-dependent covariates are covariates whose values change over time. For example, Le-Rademacher et al.\(^\text{18}\) evaluated the impact of weight change during chemotherapy (classified as any weight gain, weight loss of \(<2\%\), or weight loss of \(\geq 2\%\) from the prechemotherapy weight) on survival in patients with advanced NSCLC in which survival is measured from trial enrollment and before starting chemotherapy. It would be incorrect to group patients into three weight change groups and plot Kaplan-Meier curves using the time of trial enrollment as the origin time or to fit a Cox regression model with weight change as a fixed covariate from the time of trial enrollment, as weight change during therapy is not yet known at the time of trial enrollment. One approach to analyzing such time-dependent covariate is to use landmark analysis. In this study, the start of treatment cycle 2 was chosen as the landmark time—the origin time for subsequent analyses. Only patients who were still alive at the beginning of treatment cycle 2 were included in the analyses and patients were categorized into groups on the basis of their weight change between the time of trial enrollment and the end of treatment cycle 1.\(^\text{18}\) When using this approach, the landmark time should be carefully considered to ensure that there is a sufficient number of patients still at risk for the event of interest at the landmark time and that the set of patients included in the analysis represents the study’s target patient population. Another approach to handle time-dependent covariate is to introduce a time-dependent effect term in the Cox model. Correct application of this complex modeling approach requires advanced statistical knowledge and programming skills.\(^\text{19}\) We advise investigators to seek out a statistician with advanced knowledge of survival analysis when encountering survival data with potential time-dependent covariates.

### Other Analysis Methods for Time-to-Event Data

Besides the log-rank test and the Cox model, which are hazard-based methods, the treatment effect on survival or the association between demographics and disease characteristics with survival can be evaluated using parametric models including the log-linear model and the accelerated failure-time model or other methods that are based on the survival probability at a fixed time point or are based on the RMST (their interpretations and pros and cons are summarized in Table 1). Unlike the log-rank test and the Cox model, these methods do not rely heavily on the PHs assumption, hence an increased interest in these methods in the era of immuno-oncology. Interpretation of the test on the basis of survival probability at a fixed time point is clear and familiar to the clinical audience. However, this method focuses on the survival experience only at a single time point and, thus, may not be a good summary for the overall treatment effect. Methods based on the RMST are less familiar to oncology researchers. The difference in RMST is interpreted as the difference in the average survival time, restricted to the first \(\tau\) years (or mo) from the origin time, between the two patient groups. The RMST test compares the entire survival experience from the origin time to the restriction time. In certain settings, the test on the basis of the difference in RMST can provide as much statistical power as the log-rank test.\(^\text{20}\)

For competing risks data, the Cox model is often used to model the cause-specific hazards of competing risks data.\(^\text{6}\) Competing risks data are also often described in terms of the cumulative incidence of the event of interest (i.e., the cumulative proportion of patients experiencing that event) by a fixed time point.\(^\text{21}\) Without censoring, the cumulative incidence of an event by a prespecified time is the simple proportion of patients who experienced that event (before experiencing any competing causes) by that time. For example, in early phase trials, response rate after a short period of treatment can be evaluated as a binary variable. Other methods for competing risks including Gray’s test,\(^\text{22}\) which is an extension of the log-rank test, and the Fine and Gray model,\(^\text{23}\) which is an extension of the Cox model. These methods appropriately account for the competing events.

### Reporting Considerations

When describing the statistical analysis of time-to-event data in publications, it is important to clearly specify the start time, the end time, the time unit, the events of interest, and the events being considered as competing risks or censored. The time points of the survival probability or the cumulative incidence estimates should be specified along with the corresponding
confidence intervals. Detailed guidance for presenting Kaplan-Meier curves is given in a previous article in this series (Table 1 and Fig. 1 of Ou et al.24). The same principles apply to cumulative incidence plots. Results of the Cox or Fine and Gray models should be reported with the hazard ratios, corresponding confidence intervals along with their associated p values.

Conclusions

Time-to-event data, especially survival data, are essential in oncology research; however, the structure of these data and their analysis methods are complex. These methods are on the basis of specific assumptions on the underlying data structure and their distributions. The validity of the conclusions drawn from the observed time-to-event data and their analyses requires special care to ensure that the data reasonably meet these assumptions.

With most clinical outcomes in oncology being time-to-event in nature, it is important for clinicians and other cancer researchers to have basic knowledge of time-to-event data and assumptions of common analysis methods and be able to interpret the results of time-to-event analyses appropriately. This article is one step toward the effort to educate the clinical audience on this topic. However, continuing education is needed to help refresh and reinforce this knowledge. In addition to offering survival analysis courses in educational oncology research programs, we recommend offering statistical seminars or short courses on this topic at oncology conferences as another venue for educating clinicians and researchers. Furthermore, we strongly encourage investigators, regardless of their comfort level with this type of data, to seek out statisticians with expertise in survival analysis when embarking on studies that include time-to-event data to ensure that their data are collected and analyzed using the appropriate methods.
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